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Coaching for  
Growth

An Approach that Actually Works 
A Club or Sporting Organisation cannot exceed the quality of its coaches. The wisest 
investment that can be made, is in the capacity of the coaching staff. Systematically 
developing individual and group skills to communicate, teach and provide the 
necessary developmental stimulus for enhanced athlete performance. 

Coaching for Growth is a bespoke professional development approach designed for 
career coaches. 

The vast majority of coaching development programs are actually the antithesis of 
good instructional practice.  They requires the coach to understand, unpack and apply 
the theory without providing the necessary practical grounding and expert mentorship.  

Coaching for Growth aligns the practice of coaching with the learning of coaching.

Making Coaches Better Teachers - By Design 
To create excellent players you need excellent coaches. To create excellent 
coaches you need excellent coaching development.
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Andrew Jones is an expert in learning design and teacher professional development. He is currently completing his PhD at the 
University of Melbourne in the area of Learning Culture and Teacher Beliefs under the expert tutelage of Professor John Hattie. 
He has been working in schools in a range of school settings both as a teacher and as a school leader for over 20 years. He led 
the closure and regeneration of four failing schools in the northern suburbs of Melbourne and he has a Master's in Educational 
Leadership. He consults regularly with practitioners government, researchers and policy makers across Australia and has 
worked in New Zealand, the Pacific Islands, Europe and in the United States. Andrew’s research has strong application in the area 
of elite sport, coaching development and in addition to his work with educators, he is working successfully with a number of elite 
sporting clubs and organisations across the country.
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Tier 1: QUICK WINS 
General analysis of the instructional context. Working with 
football department/coaching leadership to identify the 
immediate opportunities and challenges in current formal 
coach and player engagement approaches.  

Tier 2: THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 
Formal review and report of the current learning and 
d e v e l o p m e n t s y s t e m s i n c l u d i n g g e n e r a l 
recommendations. 

Tier 3: INDIVIDUAL IMPACT 
Critical analysis of Individual Coaching Practice with 
feedback and performance improvement techniques 
aimed to identify gaps and blind spots in the teaching 
techniques of every coach. 

Tier 4: COACHING MODEL 
Design and implementation of coaching systems and 
tools including collaborative and peer observation models 
with the potential to explore performance evaluation 
frameworks.

FAST TRACKING PLAYER DEVELOPMENT 
THROUGH MORE POWERFUL TEACHING

TYPICAL AREAS OF FOCUS




